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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Noyola's Mexican from Humble. Currently, there are 16 meals
and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about Noyola's Mexican:
noyola makes the best fajita tortas. I don't know what makes them so delicious, but they're always perfect. the

brot is always perfectly roasted and never soggy. I wish they would add a little more warm to their salsa.
Otherwise, it is always perfect. I post a picture next time because they are eaten before we think about pictures.

read more. The restaurant and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or
physical disabilities. What User doesn't like about Noyola's Mexican:

a service with mediocre eating. the server let them feel like home, but eating leaves much to be desired. agua
fresca wasn't fresca. they tasted. the rice was okay. enchiladas were good. the atmosphere was friendly, but I

don't look back. read more. At Noyola's Mexican in Humble, tasty, juicy, delicious meat is freshly prepared on
an open flame and served with flavorful sides, delicious vegetarian meals are also in the menu available. The
customers also appreciate the versatile, tasty Mexican cuisine, whose traditional dishes are prepared with corn,

beans and spicy chilies.
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So� drink�
LEMONADE

M�ica� dishe�
FAJITAS

Erfrischungsgetränk�
HORCHATA

Drink�
DRINKS

Soup�
MENUDO

POZOLE

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

VEGETARIAN

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

BEEF

Sauce�
SALSA SAUCE

GUACAMOLE

BBQ SAUCE

M�ica�
ENCHILADAS

TACOS

ENCHILADA
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:00 -21:00
Tuesday 10:00 -21:00
Wednesday 10:00 -21:00
Thursday 10:00 -21:00
Friday 10:00 -22:00
Saturday 08:00 -22:00
Sunday 08:00 -19:00
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